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Listening 



1 You hear a man talking to a friend about a TV series he is watching. 
The man is impressed with
A the soundtrack. 
B the acting.
C the plot.
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1 You hear a man talking to a friend about a TV series he is watching. The 
man is impressed with
A the soundtrack. 
B the acting.
C the plot. √

W: Enjoying the new series?
M: Well, yeah, it’s OK. The writers have done a great job with the storyline. It 
draws you in, makes you want to keep watching – like a book you can’t put 
down ……  
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1 You hear a man talking to a friend about a TV series he is watching. The 
man is impressed with
A the soundtrack. 
B the acting.
C the plot.

…… It’s a shame about the actual script, though – I mean, the actors do their 
best with their lines, but they all sound very unnatural…
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1 You hear a man talking to a friend about a TV series he is watching. The 
man is impressed with
A the soundtrack. 
B the acting.
C the plot.

…… And people are saying good things about the music, but I really don’t 
understand why they’ve used modern songs in a series set in the nineteen 
twenties.
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He tried to get tickets for the afternoon show, but …

I’d love to see you at the weekend, but …

She used to be an English teacher, but …

Normally, I’d cycle there, …

At first, I thought the series was a bit slow, … 

Distractors



He tried to get tickets for the afternoon show, but …

… they were all sold out.

I’d love to see you at the weekend, but …

She used to be an English teacher, but …

Normally, I’d cycle there, …

At first, I thought the series was a bit slow, … 

Distractors



He tried to get tickets for the afternoon show, but …

… they were all sold out.

I’d love to see you at the weekend, but …

… I’ve got three exams on Monday.

She used to be an English teacher, but …

Normally, I’d cycle there, …

At first, I thought the series was a bit slow, … 

Distractors



He tried to get tickets for the afternoon show, but …

… they were all sold out.

I’d love to see you at the weekend, but …

… I’ve got three exams on Monday.

She used to be an English teacher, but …

… she wrote a book about a boy wizard and ...

Normally, I’d cycle there, …

At first, I thought the series was a bit slow, … 

Distractors



He tried to get tickets for the afternoon show, but …

… they were all sold out.

I’d love to see you at the weekend, but …

… I’ve got three exams on Monday.

She used to be an English teacher, but …

… she wrote a book about a boy wizard and ...

Normally, I’d cycle there, …

… but that’s not really possible with a broken leg.

At first, I thought the series was a bit slow, … 

Distractors



He tried to get tickets for the afternoon show, but …

… they were all sold out.

I’d love to see you at the weekend, but …

… I’ve got three exams on Monday.

She used to be an English teacher, but …

… she wrote a book about a boy wizard and ...

Normally, I’d cycle there, …

… but that’s not really possible with a broken leg.

At first, I thought the series was a bit slow, … 

… but it got better after the second episode.

Distractors



Desire / Expectation / Intention vs Reality
wanted to / would like to / intended to / expected / thought / was going to /
tried to / were hoping to / is supposed to / was designed to … but …
Earlier vs Later
used to / normally / at first / at one time / in the past   … but …
Unreal past (… but … is implied)
I’d probably accept the job if it wasn’t so badly paid. 
If you’d followed the instructions, it wouldn’t have shrunk.
I wish we’d brought the map with us.  
Modal verbs (… but … is implied)
You should have told him.  
They could be in the park, I suppose.  

She said she might come with us.   

Distractors



You hear two people talking about the twice-weekly fitness class they both attend.
What do they agree about it?
 
A There is not much variety. 
B There are too many students. 
C There is not enough equipment.
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You hear two people talking about the twice-weekly fitness class they both attend.
What do they agree about it?
 
A There is not much variety. 
B There are too many students. 
C There is not enough equipment.

Man: Last year was so boring. There was hardly any variety in the classes.
Woman: Yeah. This new teacher’s a real improvement – every lesson is different.
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D Happiness is a short escape from everyday routine.

Listening Part 3: Multiple matching 
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D Happiness is a short escape from everyday routine.
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D Happiness is a short escape from everyday routine.
Speaker 1
What is happiness? From an early age happiness for me is sitting in a boat 
in the middle of a lake on a summer’s day and doing some serious fishing … 
all alone, just me and my thoughts. No stress, get away from it all for an 
hour or so, but maybe not completely aimless – not just lying on a beach 
somewhere, but having some task to do. Then, when it’s all over it’s back to 
normal life and problems and hassle and having to fight to get what you 
want. But that brief moment of happiness helps me to reflect and make 
sense of my life.
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Students could practise doing the exercise with the 
tapescript, so they can see the kind of matching required. 
Other relevant exercises would be any which practise 
‘saying the same thing in a different way’.

Listening Part 3: Multiple matching
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Reading 
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A JACK

Now that I am a vegan, I’m very much aware of the extra effort involved 
for non-vegans who invite me round for a meal. I always offer to take a 
dessert, and the other dinner guests are invariably amazed at how 
delicious it is.

Which person states the following?
People are always surprised by how tasty vegan food can be.     
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B SARAH

My dad had the biggest problem with it, and he kept sending me 
articles warning of the pitfalls of a plant-based diet. I tried to put his 
mind at rest by telling him I was taking supplements, but that just 
served to reinforce his idea that I wasn’t eating properly.

Which person states the following?
My attempts to reassure someone had the opposite effect.
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Vocabulary & Paraphrasing



Vocabulary Record



One word to complete expressions/collocations

Whether you’re looking for a pet-friendly cottage in the countryside or a 
city-centre flat with disabled (11) ___________ (which is equipped for 
people with disabilities), we have something to suit your (12) ___________ 
(which is perfect for your needs). Search our extensive database for the 
perfect accommodation in a variety of popular holiday (13) ___________ 
(places where many people spend their holiday). And if you’re planning a 
last-minute (14) ___________ (only now preparing to go away in the next 
few days), we offer special discounts for late bookings. All properties are 
fully (15) ___________ with (have a complete supply of) bed linen and 
kitchen appliances to make your holiday as easy as possible.

Vocabulary & Paraphrasing



One word to complete expressions/collocations

Whether you’re looking for a pet-friendly cottage in the countryside or a 
city-centre flat with disabled (11)   facilities  (which is equipped for people 
with disabilities), we have something to suit your (12)   requirements (which 
is perfect for your needs). Search our extensive database for the perfect 
accommodation in a variety of popular holiday (13)     destinations   
(places where many people spend their holiday). And if you’re planning a 
last-minute (14)      getaway     (only now preparing to go away in the next 
few days), we offer special discounts for late bookings. All properties are 
fully (15)     equipped     with (have a complete supply of) bed linen and 
kitchen appliances to make your holiday as easy as possible.

Vocabulary & Paraphrasing



Using transformations for 
Testing or Revision

The property has a complete supply of bed 
linen.
FULLY
The property ____________________ bed linen.



Using transformations for 
Testing or Revision

The property has a complete supply of bed 
linen.
FULLY
The property      is fully equipped with    bed 
linen.



I tried to reassure him by telling him I was 
taking supplements.
MIND
I tried to _____________ rest by telling him I was 
taking supplements.

Using transformations for 
Testing or Revision



I tried to reassure him by telling him I was 
taking supplements.
MIND
I tried to   put his mind at  rest by telling him I 
was taking supplements.

Using transformations for 
Testing or Revision



[Students] should develop strategies for operating 
independently of reference books by, for example, guessing 
the meaning of unknown words from the context, as they 
are not permitted to take dictionaries into the exam with 
them. 

Dealing with unknown vocabulary
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The Isle of Muck
... crouches down ...  ... creeps up ...  
... hop off (the boat) ...  ... we stride along
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The Isle of Muck
... crouches down ...  ... creeps up ...  
... hop off (the boat) ...  ... we stride along

An Atlantic gale ...  The howling wind ...
... clouds dump rain ...  ... rain drifts towards us.
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The Isle of Muck
... crouches down ...  ... creeps up ...  
... hop off (the boat) ...  ... we stride along

An Atlantic gale ...  The howling wind ...
... clouds dump rain ...  ... rain drifts towards us.

Herding the ... flock of sheep.
... tapping their boots
... a glowing fire ...

Dealing with unknown vocabulary

Reading and Use of English Part 5 
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On the hour, a minibus with the words ‘Wild West 
Safaris’ ____________ on its side pulls into the car park 
and out steps Ian, ____________ from ear to ear. It’s 
difficult not to warm to his cheerful, friendly manner 
and we all seem to ____________ him from the start. 
This is particularly reassuring, since no one else has 
____________ today’s safari. It’s just the five of us in the 
9-seater minibus. 
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On the hour, a minibus with the words ‘Wild West 
Safaris’   emblazoned  on its side pulls into the car 
park and out steps Ian, ____________ from ear to ear. 
It’s difficult not to warm to his cheerful, friendly 
manner and we all seem to ____________ him from the 
start. This is particularly reassuring, since no one else 
has ____________ today’s safari. It’s just the five of us in 
the 9-seater minibus. 
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On the hour, a minibus with the words ‘Wild West 
Safaris’   emblazoned  on its side pulls into the car 
park and out steps Ian,      beaming     from ear to ear. 
It’s difficult not to warm to his cheerful, friendly 
manner and we all seem to ____________ him from the 
start. This is particularly reassuring, since no one else 
has ____________ today’s safari. It’s just the five of us in 
the 9-seater minibus. 
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On the hour, a minibus with the words ‘Wild West 
Safaris’   emblazoned  on its side pulls into the car 
park and out steps Ian,      beaming     from ear to ear. 
It’s difficult not to warm to his cheerful, friendly 
manner and we all seem to  hit it off with  him from 
the start. This is particularly reassuring, since no one 
else has ____________ today’s safari. It’s just the five of 
us in the 9-seater minibus. 
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On the hour, a minibus with the words ‘Wild West 
Safaris’   emblazoned  on its side pulls into the car 
park and out steps Ian,      beaming     from ear to ear. 
It’s difficult not to warm to his cheerful, friendly 
manner and we all seem to  hit it off with  him from 
the start. This is particularly reassuring, since no one 
else has signed up for  today’s safari. It’s just the five 
of us in the 9-seater minibus. 
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On the hour, a minibus with the words ‘Wild West 
Safaris’ emblazoned on its side pulls into the car 
park and out steps Ian, beaming from ear to ear. It’s 
difficult not to warm to his cheerful, friendly manner 
and we all seem to hit it off with him from the start. 
This is particularly reassuring, since no one else has 
signed up for today’s safari. It’s just the five of us in 
the 9-seater minibus. 
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Reading & Use of English Part 5
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As we drew closer, he became clearer. He was actually 
a young man rather than a boy. Although he was on 
the small side, he wasn’t as ______________ as I’d first 
thought. He wasn’t exactly muscular, but he wasn’t 
______________ either.
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As we drew closer, he became clearer. He was actually 
a young man rather than a boy. Although he was on 
the small side, he wasn’t as           slight____               as 
I’d first thought. He wasn’t exactly muscular, but he 
wasn’t ______________ either.
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As we drew closer, he became clearer. He was actually 
a young man rather than a boy. Although he was on 
the small side, he wasn’t as           slight____               as 
I’d first thought. He wasn’t exactly muscular, but he 
wasn’t    weedy-looking either.
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As we drew closer, he became clearer. He was actually 
a young man rather than a boy. Although he was on 
the small side, he wasn’t as           slight____               as 
I’d first thought. He wasn’t exactly muscular, but he 
wasn’t    weedy-looking either.

What do we learn about Caitlin’s reactions to the boy?
C She realised her first impression of him was 
inaccurate.
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As we drew closer, he became clearer. He was actually 
a young man rather than a boy. Although he was on 
the small side, he wasn’t as ______________ as I’d first 
thought. He wasn’t exactly muscular, but he wasn’t 
______________ either.

What do we learn about Caitlin’s reactions to the boy?
C She realised her first impression of him was 
inaccurate.



Use of English
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Language focus
Grammar reference
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Word formation: using coursebook texts
I felt slightly ashamed when my exam results came out,
despite the loyal praise from my parents. The grades
were more than respectable, but they weren’t quite good
enough for the university degree course I was hoping to
do. I called the admissions office, asked them to reconsider,
but the reply was unequivocal – I hadn’t met the entry
requirements, so I should make alternative plans. I slowly
pulled myself together, gathered some perspective,
began to feel proud of my achievements and vowed
to turn disappointment into opportunity. I would take
time out to travel, then reapply the following year for a
different course.
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Word formation: using coursebook texts
I felt slightly ashamed when my exam results came out,
despite the loyal praise from my parents. The grades
were more than respectable, but they weren’t quite good
enough for the university degree course I was hoping to
do. I called the admissions office, asked them to reconsider,
but the reply was unequivocal – I hadn’t met the entry
requirements, so I should make alternative plans. I slowly
pulled myself together, gathered some perspective,
began to feel proud of my achievements and vowed
to turn disappointment into opportunity. I would take
time out to travel, then reapply the following year for a
different course.
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Word formation: using coursebook texts

I felt slightly ___________ when my exam results came out,  SHAME

despite the loyal praise from my parents. The grades

were more than ___________, but they weren’t quite good  RESPECT

enough for the university degree course I was hoping to

do. I called the ___________  office, asked them to reconsider,  ADMIT

but the reply was unequivocal – I hadn’t met the entry

___________, so I should make alternative plans. I slowly  REQUIRE

pulled myself together, gathered some perspective,

began to feel proud of my ___________ and vowed  ACHIEVE

to turn ___________ into opportunity. I would take      DISAPPOINT

time out to travel, then reapply the following year for a

different course. 
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Word formation: using coursebook texts

I felt slightly   ashamed    when my exam results came out,  SHAME

despite the loyal praise from my parents. The grades

were more than   respectable   but they weren’t quite good  RESPECT

enough for the university degree course I was hoping to

do. I called the    admissions     office, asked them to reconsider, ADMIT

but the reply was unequivocal – I hadn’t met the entry

 requirements so I should make alternative plans. I slowly  REQUIRE

pulled myself together, gathered some perspective,

began to feel proud of my achievements and vowed  ACHIEVE

to turn  disappointment into opportunity. I would take      DISAPPOINT

time out to travel, then reapply the following year for a

different course. 
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Word formation: using coursebook texts

A strange way to enjoy yourself

Have you ever seen a smile on the face of a long-distance runner? Running ten kilometres 
or more certainly doesn’t sound much fun, but this sport is a powerful addiction and once 
you’ve started, you’ll find it difficult to give it up.

So what is the attraction of running? For me, whether I’m working or studying, there is no 
better way of getting rid of stress. I can think through my problems and at the end of the 
race I have the answers. And simply completing a half or full marathon increases my 
confidence and makes me feel on top of the world.

If you’re thinking of taking it up yourself, don’t try to do too much at the beginning. You 
should set yourself realistic targets and always do warm-up exercises before you run. 
Also, make sure you buy a good pair of running shoes to protect your knees and back 
from injury.

And don’t be put off by the expressions on the faces of the runners – they’re enjoying 
every minute, and so will you!
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Word formation: spelling 

1 comparative competative      communicative imaginative

2 cloudy         windy               fogy                  rainy

3 responsable  reasonable        reliable             respectable

4   financial       influencial         commercial       beneficial

5   numerous     dangerous         generous           disasterous



Word formation: spelling 
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2 cloudy         windy               fogy                  rainy

3 responsable  reasonable        reliable             respectable

4   financial       influencial         commercial       beneficial

5   numerous     dangerous         generous           disasterous



Word formation: spelling 

1 comparative competitive      communicative imaginative

2 cloudy         windy               foggy                  rainy

3 responsable  reasonable        reliable             respectable

4   financial       influencial         commercial       beneficial

5   numerous     dangerous         generous           disasterous



Word formation: spelling 

1 comparative competitive      communicative imaginative

2 cloudy         windy               foggy                  rainy

3 responsible   reasonable        reliable             respectable

4   financial       influencial       commercial       beneficial

5   numerous     dangerous         generous           disasterous



Word formation: spelling 

1 comparative competitive      communicative imaginative

2 cloudy         windy               foggy                  rainy

3 responsible   reasonable        reliable             respectable

4   financial       influential        commercial       beneficial

5   numerous     dangerous         generous           disasterous



Word formation: spelling 

1 comparative competitive      communicative imaginative

2 cloudy         windy               foggy                  rainy

3 responsible   reasonable        reliable             respectable

4   financial       influential        commercial       beneficial

5   numerous     dangerous         generous           disastrous
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Introduction / Opening paragraph

          First point

        Second point

Conclusion / Closing comments

          Third point



Ingredients for writing: VALORE



•VARIETY    range of vocabulary & structures
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•VARIETY    range of vocabulary & structures

•ANSWER   underline key points in the question
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•VARIETY    range of vocabulary & structures

•ANSWER   underline key points in the question

•LINKING   part of organisation / not only ‘linkers’
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•VARIETY    range of vocabulary & structures

•ANSWER   underline key points in the question

•LINKING   part of organisation / not only ‘linkers’

•ORGANISATION   planning and logical paragraphs

Ingredients for writing: VALORE



•VARIETY    range of vocabulary & structures

•ANSWER   underline key points in the question

•LINKING   part of organisation / not only ‘linkers’

•ORGANISATION   planning and logical paragraphs

•REGISTER   formal, informal or neutral

Ingredients for writing: VALORE



•VARIETY    range of vocabulary & structures

•ANSWER   underline key points in the question

•LINKING   part of organisation / not only ‘linkers’

•ORGANISATION   planning and logical paragraphs

•REGISTER   formal, informal or neutral

•ERRORS   check grammar, spelling, repetition …

Ingredients for writing: VALORE



 Conjunctions         
  Discourse markers   
   
  Demonstrative adjectives
  Reference pronouns  
  Possessive adjectives  
  Adverbs of place and time
  Ellipsis 

Cohesive devices



 Conjunctions         
  Discourse markers   
   
  Demonstrative adjectives
  Reference pronouns  
  Possessive adjectives  
  Adverbs of place and time
  Ellipsis 

but, although, so, while

Cohesive devices
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  Reference pronouns  
  Possessive adjectives  
  Adverbs of place and time
  Ellipsis 

but, although, so, while
as a result, anyway,
however, fortunately

Cohesive devices
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  Reference pronouns  
  Possessive adjectives  
  Adverbs of place and time
  Ellipsis 

but, although, so, while
as a result, anyway,
however, fortunately
this, that, these, those
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 Conjunctions         
  Discourse markers   
   
  Demonstrative adjectives
  Reference pronouns  
  Possessive adjectives  
  Adverbs of place and time
  Ellipsis 

but, although, so, while
as a result, anyway,
however, fortunately
this, that, these, those
she, him, this, one

Cohesive devices



 Conjunctions         
  Discourse markers   
   
  Demonstrative adjectives
  Reference pronouns  
  Possessive adjectives  
  Adverbs of place and time
  Ellipsis 

but, although, so, while
as a result, anyway,
however, fortunately
this, that, these, those
she, him, this, one
his, her, your, their

Cohesive devices



 Conjunctions         
  Discourse markers   
   
  Demonstrative adjectives
  Reference pronouns  
  Possessive adjectives  
  Adverbs of place and time
  Ellipsis 

but, although, so, while
as a result, anyway,
however, fortunately
this, that, these, those
she, him, this, one
his, her, your, their
here, there, then

Cohesive devices



 Conjunctions         
  Discourse markers   
   
  Demonstrative adjectives
  Reference pronouns  
  Possessive adjectives  
  Adverbs of place and time
  Ellipsis 

but, although, so, while
as a result, anyway,
however, fortunately
this, that, these, those
she, him, this, one
his, her, your, their
here, there, then
I enjoyed the first series,
but not this one.

Cohesive devices
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